AY20 Expedited Program Review Recommendations

Program Review: Business Computer Information Systems (AAS)

Programs Included: AAS Business Computer Information Systems

1. Revise the curriculum to include 100- and 200-level courses and develop 100- and 200-level courses appropriate to an AAS. The revision is to be completed in AY21 for implementation in fall 2021, or a request to delete the program after admissions are suspended and teach out is complete will be submitted.

2. Improve efficiency measures through course caps and streamlined scheduling of required courses.

3. Develop a more detailed timeline of when actions/tasks will occur in order to conduct a program needs assessment to identify recruiting and retention efforts as well as ways to meet industry demand.

4. Develop, implement, and assess new outreach activities to determine what new resources are needed to grow enrollment. Refer to the program review recommendations from Spring 2019.

5. Determine whether the AAS BCIS degree program makes sense to have in the College of Business and Public Policy or is better suited for the Community and Technical College whose focus is on the associate degrees and technical training.